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BUY FREE

GT Series Robot 
Package
A compact total station system 
that is a third smaller and twice 
as fast. Purchase any GT Robot 
Package (GT-500 or GT-1000, 
extended range FC-5000 Data 
Collector, tripod, prism & prism 
pole) and receive the HiPer SR for 
FREE.

HiPer SR
Receive this entry-level GNSS 
solution ideal for interference-
free, short-range, wireless 
communication between base 
and rover with the purchase of a 
GT Robot Kit. 

BUY FREE

GT-1000 Robot w/HiPer 
SR & FC-5000
Purchase our ultimate total 
station, GT-1000 w/HiPer SR, 
compact, lightweight GNSS 
receiver & the FC-5000 data 
collector with Windows® 10 
operating system and receive a 
RC5 Robotic Kit for Free.

RC5 Robotic Kit
The RC5 remote controller rests 
on the top of the prism pole and 
emits a fan-shaped laser beam 
that establishes prism lock in 
seconds! FREE RC5 Robotic Kit 
with the purchase of a GT-1000 
package. RC5 kit includes; tripod, 
prism, and prism pole.  

BUY FREE

Network Rover
Purchase your choice of a HiPer 
VR, a high tech, versatile GNSS 
receiver with a compact, rugged 
design and packed with the most 
advanced GNSS technology, or the 
HiPer SR, a compact, lightweight 
GNSS receiver and receive a 
12-month subscription to TopNet 
Live for FREE.

TopNet+
Receive a regional 12-month 
subscription to TopNETlive the 
fastest growing GNSS network 
service in North America with the 
purchase of a HiPer VR or HiPer 
SR Network Rover. 

topconsolutions.com Promotion ends 3/31/2020



BUY FREE

GLS-2000 Series Scanner
Each model is a full featured 
scanner that can be effectively 
deployed to capture existing, as-
built conditions for any application 
range. Purchase the GLS-2000S 
(short range), GLS-2000M (middle 
range), or the GLS-2000L (long 
range) and receive FREE MAGNET 
software and training.

MAGNET Collage & 
eLearning
MAGNET Collage provides 
data processing of otherwise 
disparate data sets into one 3D 
environment. FREE 12-month 
subscription + eLearning course 
with the purchase of a GLS-2000 
series scanner. 

BUY FREE

MAGNET Collage 
eLearning
With the purchase of a GTL-
1000 package receive a FREE 
12-month subscription to 
MAGNET Collage eLearning 
course.

BUY FREE

Data Collector 
Accessory Promo
With the purchase of a FC-6000, 
FC5000, FC-500, T-18, or Allegro 
2 data collector AND a MAGNET 
Field, MAGNET Field Layout, or 
Pocket 3D software license, receive 
a FREE pole bracket and soft case.

Pole Bracket & Case
Get a FREE data collector pole 
bracket and soft case when 
purchasing an coordinating data 
collector and software. 

 (855) 289-1772 CALL TODAY!

GTL-1000 Scanning 
Robotic Total Station 
Package
Purchase a GTL-1000 package that 
offers a single instrument to layout 
and scan on a single setup and 
receive a FREE12-month MAGNET 
Collage eLearning subscription. 

GTL-1000 package includes; GTL-1003 scanner/total station, FC-5000 data collector, tripod, prism, prism 
pole, bipod, MAGNET Field Layout software, and MAGNET Collage software. 
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INSTRUMENT REPAIR
Topcon Solutions is committed to 
customer success
Topcon Solutions offers full-service, technician 
employed service centers spanning Washington 
to Maine. Resolving instrument repairs and 
support quickly and locally is the value Topcon 
Solutions brings to all customers.  

TWO Brands – ONE Solution
Topcon Solutions is the only retailer with over 30 years’ 
experience supporting Topcon & Autodesk workflows. 
This is why hundreds of customers use our technical 

experts as an extension of their own business. After all, 
SOLUTIONS IS OUR MIDDLE NAME.

Seamlessly Connecting the Office and the Field.

topconsolutions.com info@topconsolutions.com
(855) 289-1772


